CHANGE AND COLLABORATION

YES/AND/ACT: A SURVIVAL KIT FOR
DISRUPTIVE TIMES
Coping with disruptive times requires the right mindset for change. Taken together,
the three pillars of the change mindset can helps us cope with changes in both our
personal and professional lives.
BY CYR I E L KORT L E V E N

A

mindset is a belief system

self-awareness, self-esteem, creativity, ability

Characteristics such as intelligence,

that guides the way we

to face challenges and our resilience to set-

personality and creativity are fixed traits

handle situations. It is how

backs. Your mindset is the view you have

which can’t be developed.

we figure out what’s going on

of your qualities and characteristics, where

and how to react to it. Our mindsets help us

they come from, and whether they can ch-

to spot opportunities, but they can also trap

ange. There are two extreme ends on either

us in self-defeating cycles.

side of the spectrum:

In Mindset: The New Psychology of
Success, Carol Dweck, one of the world’s leading researchers in the field of motivation,
writes that mindsets are responsible for our
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•	A fixed mindset comes from the belief

•	A growth mindset comes from the belief

your basic qualities are things you can
cultivate through effort. Everybody can
change and grow through practice and
experience, knowing that human beings

you have qualities which you can no

differ greatly in their talents, interests or

longer change. You are who you are.

temperaments.
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Going from one extreme to the other is what

And: Switching perspective: Once you start

I call the change mindset. It will take time

looking at problems as opportunities, you’ll

and effort, but I believe we can all change our

discover there are actually many different

mindsets if we put our minds to it.
The first step is being aware of your
own mindset. How do you look at the world?
Are you committed to embracing a different
mindset? Do you want to change your own
reality? Mindsets are beliefs; beliefs about
yourself and your most basic qualities. Think
about your intelligence, your talents, your
personality. Are these simply fixed traits,
carved in stone, end of story? Or are they
things you can cultivate throughout your life?
There are three pillars to developing a
change mindset: Yes, And, Act. Suspend your
judgement, learn to look at the world from
different perspectives, and turn to action
and experiment. Let’s get into them so you’ll
understand what I’m talking about.

Yes/And: Suspending
judgement and
switching perspective

“Suspend your
judgement,
learn to look
at the world
from different
perspectives,
and turn to
actionand
experiment.”

There isn’t just one reality, it is all a matter
of perspective.
Inspired by the artwork of Swiss artist Markus Raetz, I created a 3D-printed artwork that shows the word Yes or No, depending on where you stand (see main illustration).
It is not the artwork that changes when you
walk around it, but your viewpoint. Which
perspective will you choose next time someone comes up to you with an idea?
Imagine having a client who is always
complaining. He calls you every week to tell
you what is wrong with your service. Everybody in the office already knows about him
and tries to avoid his calls. To them, he’s a problem. But you can also look at him as someone who is trying to provide you with feedback on how to improve your service. To you,
he is an opportunity for improving customer satisfaction. All you had to do was change
the perspective.
Don’t get me wrong: it is usually harder
than it sounds. Our beliefs and thinking pat-

Yes: Suspending your judgement is the first

terns are often hard-wired into our brains. It

ingredient for allowing change. Idea killers (ex-

took hundreds of years for humanity to ac-

pressions like ‘yes but…’, ‘we don’t have mon-

cept that the sun does not rotate around the

ey’, ‘we already tried this’) are the main rea-

earth. Even now, some people still think the

son why change is so hard to accomplish.

earth is flat.

That doesn’t mean we shouldn’t ever say ‘no’

If you believe self-driving cars, artificial

anymore, but if the goal is to generate new ide-

intelligence and 3D printing are dangerous in-

as and give change a chance, we have to sus-

ventions, you’ll never get around to benefiting

pend our judgements sometimes. Combine this

from them unless you suspend your judge-

with dreaming big and we have the building

ment and switch your perspective.

blocks for a successful change process. A good

Act: BaNano actions
and nearlings

question to explore when you look for your
big dream is: ‘What am I willing to fight for?’
The ‘yes, but’ reaction is a real idea
killer: ‘Yes, but... there is no budget, there is
no time, we’ve already tried that, it is nothing

Suspending your judgement and switching

for our clients.’ Why not try my three-minute

perspectives to generate new ideas are two

rule during your next meeting? Ask your colleagues to get into the ‘yes, and’ mindset for
Photos: Cyriel Kortleven; Private

ways to experience the world around you.

three minutes. If the idea killer is banned and
judgement is suspended, you’re forced to think
of positive solutions. Your meeting will turn
into a much more creative brainstorm and
people won’t be afraid to bring in new ideas.
This automatically brings us to the

crucial ingredients of the change mindset.
Cyriel Kortleven is the author of
the bookazine The Change Mindset. A book full of short stories,
tips and inspiration to boost your
change mind-set, all in a compelling magazine-layout. The first 25
readers who send their method
to stay open for change, will win a
digital copy. Send your suggestion
to cyriel@cyrielkortleven.com

second pillar to developing a change mindset:

That being said, their value diminishes quickly if you don’t add the third ingredient: action. Your plan will always be different than
reality. Start with taking small steps to see
if you’re going in the right direction. Sometimes things will go wrong, so adapt a ‘fail
fast, forward and often’ attitude to increase
your success rate.
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Human beings are wired to use the path of
least resistance. In their article To Get Peo-

“Most of us
are so focused
on preventing
failures, we’re
afraid to take
action and learn
from our
mistakes.”

ple to Change, Make Change Easy (Harvard
Busienss Review December 2017), research-

•	You usually need many nearlings in order
•

to reach a few successes

You have learned from it

ers Tania Luna and Jordan Cohen call this

The nearling emphasizes that initiatives are

phenomenon the banana principle. You can

almost always valuable, even if they don’t im-

actually use this principle to change people’s

mediately lead to the desired result. They may

behavior. By reducing friction, you’ll make

be the result of an experiment gone awry, or

positive actions feel more like a glide than

of something unexpected, yet something has

an uphill climb.

been learned from it.

Firstly, facilitate the change as much

Let’s try to create a culture where peo-

as possible. Want more brainstorming in

ple are willing to share their nearlings. Instead

your offices? Make sure people have easy ac-

of punishing somebody who tried something

cess to post-its and flipcharts. Tired of peo-

new, we should celebrate the nearling and

ple keeping the lights turned on when they

share the learnings.

go home? Put the garbage bin right under the
light switch. There’s a good chance people will
want to throw something away before leaving.
I call these BaNano actions. They’re
the first, small (nano) step you can immedi-

The change mindset
is yours

ately take if your time and budget are limit-

You now have all the tools you need to devel-

ed, which they usually are. Let’s say you have

op your own change mindset. I showed you

a maximum of 10 dollars to spend on your

how to suspend judgement with the three min-

action, and just an hour to follow it through.

ute rule, how to switch perspective by look-

What are you going to do?

ing at problems as opportunities, and how to
get yourself and other to take action without

Celebrate your nearling: Most of us are so

fear of failure.

focused on preventing failures, we’re afraid

In these disruptive times, we never

to take action and learn from our mistakes.

know what changes are going to hit us next,

Putting theory into practice sounds straight-

But for true innovation, being willing to slip

but at least now you’ll be prepared to deal

forward enough, but you’ve probably experi-

is just as important as creating the new idea

with them. Good luck!

enced already that this is often not the case.

itself. Sometimes it is better to start doing

In many companies, brainstorming and plan-

something and discover you’re on the wrong

ning have become more important than the

path, than doing nothing and having zero

execution itself. Employees spend months

chance of learning.

analyzing and developing the perfect plan,

I’d like to introduce a new concept to

but once ‘confronted’ with the reality outside

replace words like failure and mistake, which

of the meeting room, it very quickly shatters

have such negative connotations.
thing new that was done with the right inten-

exist in a vacuum. Experimenting with small

tions, which has not (yet) led to the right result.

actions from the get-go is often the best way

The reasons for this can vary: circumstances

to learn whether your plan is going in the

have changed, a better option was chosen, an

right direction.

error was made, priorities changed, and so on.
On a binary scale the nearling is situated

BaNano actions: More and more companies

between zero and one, between failure and suc-

offer their employees a piece of fresh fruit as

cess. A nearling is only recognized in retrospect.

a healthy perk. Often, you’ll notice that the
there. How is this possible? It is not that bananas are objectively more delicious than oranges. The difference in their popularity comes
down to one thing: how easy they are to peel.
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A nearling is a positive word for some-

Projects are living processes and don’t

bananas are gone, and the oranges are still

CY RI E L KO RT L E V E N

You can be proud of nearlings, because:

•	You started something and took initiative
• You may have moved others
•	It may have led you to something that was
successful
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Cyriel Kortleven is a global
speaker on the change mindset.
He has worked for more than 20
years in the domain of creativity
and innovation. He delivers
keynotes all over the world
and is the author of five books,
including The Change Mindset.
He is one of the 35 people who
received a Global Speaking
Fellow award.
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into a million pieces.
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